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Newfoundland’s Lobster and Salmon
Canner Identification Labels (2)

Christopher D. Ryan

(Continued from CRN m 94, September 2017.)

Newfoundland Salmon Canning in the Early Twentieth Century

Information regarding salmon-canning in Newfoundland has not been
as readily available to this writer as it has been with respect to lobster-

canning.  This appears to stem from two factors: the salmon fishery was
very small and, unlike with lobsters, salmon stocks were not in danger
of depletion during the period of the canner identification labels.  It is
anticipated that additional details of the salmon canning industry can be
found in sources not fully explored by this writer, such as Sessional
Papers of the Newfoundland House of Assembly and Reports of the
Department of Marine and Fisheries.  These publications should be
available in large Newfoundland libraries and archives.

     Census data presented in Table 4 show that during the period of the
canning labels, the salmon fishery in Newfoundland was small,
comprising only about 1% of the entire fishery.  According to the
censuses of 1911 and 1921, amount of salmon canned was a fraction
that of canned lobster and represented less than 10% of the salmon
fishery, or less than 0.1% of the entire Newfoundland fishery at that
time.  The preferred means of packing salmon was to brine it, commonly
referred to as “pickle.”  This state of affairs was noted in an editorial in
The Evening Telegram (St. John’s) of May 26th, 1920:

The packing of salmon, by tinning, has never been carried out on
an extensive scale by Newfoundland fishermen.  They have, on
the whole, preferred to dispose of each season’s catch, fresh,
from the nets, or to pickle [i.e., brine] the fish and ship in tierces
and barrels.  On the Labrador, especially, where the salmon
school is largest during the months of June, July and part of
August – in some seasons – there has never been any attempt
made to establish canning plants, and the total quantity of the
catch is split and bulk salted in puncheons, afterwards being
packed tierces and barrels for export . . . . 

. . . . There is a great opportunity for a revolution in our salmon
industry by the general adoption of tinning.  The possibilities are
great.  All that is needed is encouragement. [16]

(Text continues on page 8.)

Table 4: Newfoundland Fish Production as per Censuses of 1911 and 1921.

Item
1911 Census
(1910 Data)

1921 Census
(1920 Data)

Total Fish of All Types 3 173 542 734 Pounds 160 993 646 Pounds

Salmon
 – Fresh, Smoked or Dried

107 970 Pounds 240 167 Pounds

Salmon – Brined
1 113 000 Pounds

(3 710 Tierces)
1 632 300 Pounds

(5 441 Tierces)

Salmon – Canned 129 940 Pounds 103 467 Pounds

Lobsters – Canned
1 245 120 Pounds

(25 940 Cases)
598 080 Pounds
(12 460 Cases)

(Source: Census of Newfoundland and Labrador, 1911, 1921, Table II.)
3 See page 9 for Comment on Table 4. 



Weights and Measures Verification Stamps (2)

          

Fritz Angst and eBay have pro-
vided a number of additions to

the listing of Weights and Measures
Verification stamps presented by

Brian Peters in CRN m 94 of Sep-
tember 2017.  The new, combined
listing now has 11 types, comprising
27 varieties by printed year or years.

     The Type XI in this listing has
gold lettering on a black back-
ground.  The royal “ER” in a crown
and the initials “GW” have been
incised into the paper.

I 1935, 1936

II 1940-41 through 1947-48

          

III 1948-49, 1949-50

IV 1950, 1951 V 1952
          

VI 1953 through 1958 VII 1959 VIII 1960, 1961
          

IX 1964
X “65” or “66” added by hand XI Multi-year 1967-78
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Weights and Measures: 1870s Letter-Sheet Notice of Inspection
Brian H. Peters

This posted letter-sheet notice, dated January 13th,
1879, in script and by postmark at Hespeler, On-

tario, is a successor to the postcard notice shown by
Fritz Angst in CRN m 89 of June 2016.  The text of the
notice cites the 1877 Act of 40 Victoria, Chapter 15,
which amended the original Act of 1873 as brought into
operation in 1876.  The addressee was required to bring
all measuring devices being used or kept for sale to the
Deputy Inspector of Weights and Measures for verifica-
tion of their correctness.

     The Weights and Measures Inspection Service was
suspended circa March 1879 in advance of its reorgani-
zation.  All Deputy Inspectors were dismissed as of July
1st, 1879, and replaced during subsequent months by
Inspectors and Assistant Inspectors.  See Chris Ryan’s
article in CRN m 8 and m 10.

  ! Chairman of the Canadian Revenue Study Group:  Fritz Angst – fangst3@gmail.com
  ! Treasurer and Editor:  Christopher Ryan, 289 Jane Street - Suite 101, Toronto, Ontario, M6S 3Z3, Canada
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UK Revenue Stamp Use with a Canadian Connection
Christopher D. Ryan

The document of July 8th, 1966, illustrated here represents
the use of United Kingdom Diplomatic Service stamps at

the Canadian Embassy in Cairo, Egypt – the country being
then known as the United Arab Republic (UAR) – for the fee
charged on a visitor’s visa to the United Kingdom.  The visa
was issued by British officials working in their own premises,
which had been made part of the Canadian Embassy for
political reasons arising from the self-declared establishment
of an independent state of Rhodesia in November of 1965.

     On November 11th, 1965, the government of the self-
governing British Colony of Southern Rhodesia made a
unilateral declaration of independence from the United
Kingdom.  This illegal declaration, along with a new constitu-
tion and the new name of Rhodesia †, came after intermittent,
unsuccessful discussions over a period of years between the
UK and the colonial government as to the terms under which
independence would be granted, with the UK insisting on
majority rule.  The unilateral action was intended by the
Rhodesian government to maintain the political and economic
power of the minority white population of the colony. [1]

     The new Rhodesian régime was declared illegal by the
United Kingdom and the United Nations.  The UK and other
countries immediately imposed sanctions on the rebel colony. 
Resolutions passed by the General Assembly and the Security
Council of the UN called for all member states to impose
sanctions on the régime.  The General Assembly asked the UK
to use all means possible, including force, to suppress the “the
rebellion by the unlawful authorities” in Rhodesia. [1d, 2]

     On December 3rd, 1965, the Council of Minsters of the
Organization of African Unity (OAU), representing 36
countries, demanded that the UK use military force to “crush”
the Rhodesian régime by December 15th.  The OAU threatened
their own military action if Britain failed to act.  The UK
rejected the OAU demand for military intervention in Rhode-
sia and in response a number of African countries severed
diplomatic relations with the United Kingdom on and after the
December 15th deadline.  The military action threatened by the
OAU never materialized. [3, 4a]

     In accordance with the OAU declaration, Egypt (UAR)
severed diplomatic ties with the United Kingdom effective
Friday, December 17th, 1965.  However, only the British
Ambassador and other selected officials, such as military
attachés, were withdrawn.  The bulk of the staff remained to
perform consular and information functions.  Canada assumed
consular responsibility for British affairs in Egypt, and the
United Kingdom Embassy in Cairo became the British
Interests Section of the Canadian Embassy.  The special
Section continued to be staffed by UK officials, but they were
under the administration of the Canadian Ambassador. 
Diplomatic relations between Egypt (UAR) and the United
Kingdom resumed on December 12th, 1967. [4]

Explanatory Note
† The name Rhodesia had been used unofficially in Southern
Rhodesia since October 1964 when the adjacent colony of
Northern Rhodesia became the independent state of Zambia. 
Under the internationally recognized law of the United
Kingdom, the official name remained Southern Rhodesia until
April 18th, 1980, when the independent Republic of Zimbabwe
came into existence. [5]

     From June 1st through December 11th, 1979, the rebel colony used the name
Zimbabwe Rhodesia under a “Government of National Unity” and a new
constitution that provided for black majority rule with concessions to the white
minority.  The new name and constitution were repealed as Britain regained control
over the colony on December 12th, 1979. [5a, b, c, 6]

Reference Notes
[1] a- “Wilson Invites Smith to Talks,” TGM, Oct 24th, 1964, p. 2.

b- “Britain Warns Rhodesia PM Against Revolt,” TGM, Oct 28th, 1964, p. 1.
c- “Rhodesia Breaks Away; U.K. Imposes Sanctions,” TGM, Nov 12th, 1965, p. 1.
d- Nossal, F., “Rhodesian Independence: A Declaration of Domination for 4,000,000
Blacks,” TGM, Nov 12th, 1965, p. 7.
e- Nyerere, Julius, “Why Tanzania Broke with Britain,” TGM, Dec 16th, 1965, p. 7.
f- Martin, Paul, “External Affairs in Parliament: Issue of Sanctions Against Rhodesia,”
External Affairs, Department of External Affairs, Canada, May 1966, Vol. 18, m 5, pp.
224-229.
g- “Rhodesia,” Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1970 Edition, Vol. 19, pp. 276-281.
h- Todd, Judith.  Rhodesia.  London: MacGibbon & Kee Ltd., 1966.
j- Blake, Robert.  A History of Rhodesia.  London: Eyre Methuen Ltd., 1977
k- en.wikipedia.org, /Rhodesia; /Rhodesia’s _Unilateral_Declaration_of_Independence;
and /Ian_Smith (accessed Nov 22nd, 2017)

(Reference Notes continue on page10.)
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Canada’s Head Tax Certificates for Chinese Immigrants
Christopher D. Ryan

In 1885, as part of an effort to discourage Chinese immigra-
tion to Canada, the federal government imposed a Head Tax

(per capita tax) on such immigrants as part of The Chinese
Immigration Act, commonly known as the Chinese Restriction
Act.  Taxable immigrants were defined in the statute as all
persons of Chinese descent entering Canada who were not
specifically exempted from the tax by virtue of their status or
occupation.  These exemptions varied over time, and had
conditions attached, but included the following at various
points:

! diplomatic and consular personnel, tourists, scientists,
! persons born in Canada,
! students attending Canadian colleges or universities,
! merchants (with some exceptions),
! persons in transit through Canada by railway,
! married women whose husbands were not of Chinese

descent, as well as their children,
! immigrants already resident in Canada on the date on

which the Act came into full force †.

     The initial rate for the tax was $50 per person.  This was
increased to $100 as of January 1st, 1901, and to $500 as of
January 1st, 1904. [1]

     The Act gave two effective dates for the tax: August 20th,
1885, for immigrants arriving from ports in North America, and
January 1st, 1886, for those arriving from other ports.  However,
the August 20th date came and went without any mechanism in
place for the enforcement of the law.  Its implementation did
not begin until September 1st, 1885, with the official appoint-
ment of local Customs Collectors as Controllers of Chinese
Immigration.  Furthermore, the requisite Certificates of Entry
and other forms were not available until November 2nd. ‡ [1a, 2]

     Initially, administration of the Act and tax was assigned to
the Minister of Customs. [2a]  That position disappeared as of
December 3rd, 1892, when the Customs Department was placed
under the “control and supervision” of the Minister of the
newly formed Department of Trade and Commerce.  Duties and
powers previously assigned to the Minister of Customs was
now assigned to a newly appointed Controller of Customs,
subject to the direction and authority of the Minister of Trade
and Commerce. [3]

     As of January 1st, 1893, the Customs officer serving in the
concurrent secondary position of Chief Controller of Chinese
Immigration was moved from his principal position as Commis-
sioner of Customs to a new principal position of Deputy
Minister of Trade and Commerce.  As of March 13th, 1893,
responsibility for the Act and tax was transferred to the Minister
of Trade and Commerce.  Customs Collectors continued to
serve as local Controllers. [4, 3c]

     Responsibility for the Act and Head Tax was transferred as
of October 2nd, 1911, to the Minister and Department of the
Interior, who were already responsible for immigration in
general. [5]  It was transferred once again as of October 12th,
1917, to the newly created Minister and Department of Immi-
gration and Colonization.  All Interior Department staff
connected with immigration (including Chinese immigration)
were likewise transferred to the new Department. [6]  A
complete revision of the system of Chinese immigration
certificates was made in 1912 under the administration of the
Interior Department.

Figure 1: Certificate of Entry (Form C.I.5) issued May 16th, 1899.
© Government of Canada.  Reproduced with the permission of Library and Archives
Canada (2017).  Source: Library and Archives Canada, Department of Employment
and Immigration fonds, e011074370

Figure 2: Certificate of Claim of Entry (Form C.I.28) issued April 26th, 1912.
(Reproduced by courtesy of Gordon Brooks.)

Types of Immigration Head Tax Certificates
From November 1885 through May 1912, Chinese immigrants entering Canada
were issued with a Certificate of Entry (Form C.I.5) on which the payment of, or
exemption from, the Head Tax was noted.  The one form was used both for
persons subject to the tax, and for those exempt from the tax. [7]  An example of
this certificate, in black except for the dark yellow royal crown and initials, is
given in Figure 1.  Its printed text reads as follows:

THIS CERTIFIES that under the provisions of the Chinese Immigration Act
____ a native of ____ in the ____ of ____ of the age __ years and whose
title, official rank, profession or occupation is that of a ____ who arrived
or landed at ____ ex ____ on the __ day of ____ 189_ vide statement and
declaration form C.I.4 m ____ has ____ paid the fee or duty imposed
upon Chinese Immigrants on their arrival in Canada ____ being exempt
from such payment under the terms of the said Act, and has been registered
at ____ under the m ____ on the day month and year hereunto affixed.
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     When the Interior Department took over the administration
of the Act in October 1911 it recognised the limitations and
inadequacies of the existing Certificate of Entry and imple-
mented major changes.  In its Annual Report for the year ended
March 31st, 1913, it reported the following:

Since 1885 the custom of the department handling
Chinese immigration has been to grant to each person
legally admitted into Canada a certificate setting forth the
name, age, occupation, port, ship and date of entry of
each new arrival.  Such certificates were supposed to be
held by the Chinamen to whom they were granted and
were expected to be of value as a means of identification.

     Unfortunately, the advisability of retaining this
certificate was never carefully impressed upon persons
of Chinese origin when receiving the same, and conse-
quently large numbers have been mislaid, lost or de-
stroyed.  In reality the certificates were not of much
value as a means of identification as they contained no
physical description of the party to whom they were
issued.

     Under the circumstances it was deemed advisable to
make a change in the practice, and since June 1, 1912,
each person of Chinese origin legally admitted into
Canada has been furnished with a certificate having
thereon a photograph of the party, which photograph is
partially  covered by the signature of the Controller and
the seal of the department, rendering the removal of the
photograph and the substitution of a new one therefor
extremely difficult, if not entirely impossible.  Chinamen
in Canada have been notified to exchange their old
certificates for ones having their photographs thereon,
and those who have lost their certificates are granted
new ones upon furnishing proof satisfactory to the
department that they had been legally admitted into
Canada. [7]

     The first of the new forms to be introduced was a Certificate
of Claim of Entry (Form C.I.28) in green with black text.  This
form was used to replace Certificates of Entry (C.I.5) that had
been lost or destroyed.  A example of C.I.28 is illustrated in
Figure 2 and its printed text is reproduced below:

THIS CERTIFIES THAT _____ of _____ whose photo-
graph is hereto attached claims to be _____ who arrived
at _____ on the __ day of _____ who was registered at
Ottawa under m _____ at _____ under m _____ and
to whom C.I.5 m _____ was issued.
     It is claimed that C.I.5 certificate was lost or de-
stroyed and while this certificate is not an admission that
the party to whom it is issued was ever legally admitted
into Canada, it may, unless cancelled upon presentation,
be used when registering out under C.I.9.

     The first Certificate of Claim of Entry (C.I.28) was issued on
January 24th, 1912.  Given the nature of the lost Certificates of
Entry (Form C.I.5) issued in the 1885-1912 period, the new
C.I.28 certificates would have been used for all prior admis-
sions to Canada, both tax-paid and tax-exempt.  For admissions
on and after June 1st, 1912, C.I.5 certificates represented only
tax-paid admissions. [8]

     The next forms to be released were new Certificates of Tax-
Paid Entry (Form C.I.5 - new series) in green with black text,
and Certificates of Tax-Exempt Entry (Form C.I.30) in brown
with black text.  These were in use from June 1st, 1912, on-
wards. [7, 9]  Examples of the new C.I.5 and C.I.30 are illus-
trated in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.  Their printed texts are
reproduced below:

Figure 3: Certificate of Tax-Paid Entry (Form C.I.5 - new series), July 16th, 1913.
(Reproduced by courtesy of Gordon Brooks.)

Figure 4: Certificate of Tax-Exempt Entry (Form C.I.30) issued August 12th, 1912.
(Reproduced by courtesy of Gordon Brooks.)

! Text of Certificate of Tax-Paid Entry (Form C.I.5 - new series)

RECEIVED FROM _____ whose photograph is attached hereto, on the date
and at the place hereunder mentioned, the sum of Five Hundred Dollars
being the head tax due under the provisions of the Chinese Immigration
Act.  The above named party who claims be a native of _____ in the _____
of the age of _____ arrived or landed at _____ on the __ day of _____
19__ ex _____ .  The declaration in this case is C.I. 4. m _____ .

! Text of Certificate of Tax-Exempt Entry (Form C.I.30)

THIS CERTIFIES THAT _____ whose photograph is attached hereto arrived
or landed at _____ on the _____ day of _____ 19__ ex _____ and upon
the representations made has been admitted as exempt from head tax under
the provisions of the Chinese Immigration Act.
     The above mentioned party claims to be a native of ____ in the ____
of ___ of the age of __ years.  The declaration in this case is C.I.4 m ___.

     The issue of new certificates (Form C.I.36) in exchange for old, non-
photograph C.I.5 certificates (Figure 1) issued prior to June 1912 did not begin
until January 28th, 1913. [10]  An example of Form C.I.36 is not available for
illustration here.
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Repeal of the Head Tax

The revised Act that revoked the Head Tax was given royal assent on
June 30th, 1923.  However, all persons of Chinese origin or descent,
regardless of their legal status in Canada, were now required register
with the Department of Immigration and Colonization within twelve
months.  A Certificate of Registration (Form C.I.45)  was issued bearing
the photograph of the registrant.  Holders of photograph-bearing Head
Tax documents – Forms C.I.5, 28, 30 or 36 – could have their registra-
tion endorsed by officials upon such documents in place of a new
certificate. [11]

     In spite of the general repeal, the Head Tax continued to be collected
in certain instances as follows:

! persons en route to Canada at the time the Act came into effect,
provided they presented themselves for admission within three
months of July 1st, 1923.

! persons who had been admitted free of tax as “merchants” from
July 26th, 1917, through June 30th, 1923, but ceased to be so
employed while residing in Canada. [11a]

In addition, a $25 fee was to be charged for the issue of a “substitutional
certificate (C.I.28) to replace certificates (C.I.5, C.I.28, C.I.30 or C.I.36)
issued . . . subsequent to June 1, 1912.” [11c]

     The 1923 Statute, commonly known as the Chinese Exclusion Act,
all but terminated Chinese emigration to Canada.  It limited the entry
into Canada of persons of Chinese descent to the following groups, and
required the issue of a photograph-bearing certificate to each entrant:

! diplomatic and consular personnel,
! students attending Canadian colleges or universities,
! merchants (with limitations),
! persons in transit through Canada, persons born in Canada,
! legal residents of Canada (provided proper notice had been given

to officials in advance of their original departure from Canada),
! persons en route to Canada at the time the Act came into effect

(provided they presented themselves for admission within three
months of July 1st, 1923),

! special cases approved by the Minister of Immigration and
Colonization. [11]

The special restrictions on Chinese immigration were repealed May 14th,
1947. [11d]

Explanatory Notes
† The exemption for resident immigrants was conditioned on the
individual possessing a Certificate of Residence (Form C.I.6 and a
$0.50 fee), giving proper notice to officials in advance of their departure
from the country, obtaining from said officials a Certificate of Leave to
Depart and Return (Form C.I.9 and a $1 fee), and returning within a
specified period. [1]

‡ During the first five months of the Head Tax (September 1885 –
January 1886), 235 Chinese were recorded as entering Canada: 234 at
Victoria and one at Nanaimo, British Columbia.  Of these, 171 were
charged with the Head Tax, and 64 were deemed exempt. [2b]  The
issue to these individuals of the official Certificate of Entry (Form C.I.5)
as required by the Act was not possible until Monday, November 2nd,
1885, following the arrival at Victoria of blank forms from Ottawa.  The
first Certificates of Entry were issued at Victoria on November 5th, but
Certificates of Residence (Form C.I.6) were being issued at that office
from November 2nd onwards for Chinese immigrants already in the
country.  Immigrants, both incoming and resident, registering prior to
November had to return to the Customs office to receive their certifi-
cates. [2]

     Of the 797 Chinese entering Canada during the period of January
1886 through March 1887, the vast majority, 787 or 98.75%, entered at
Victoria, British Columbia.  The Head Tax was levied on 127 of the
entrants, 424 were new arrivals found to be exempt from the tax, and
246 were returning residents of Canada and as such also tax-free. [2c]

     The issue of certificates to Chinese immigrants did not begin at New
Westminster until June 1887 for twelve entrants at Vancouver (Burrard
Inlet), and at Vancouver itself until July 1887 following its elevation
from being a branch of the New Westminster office to full status as a
Customs Port of Entry.  Thereafter, Vancouver became the principal
port of entry for Chinese immigrants.  During the period of April 1887
through December 1889, 79.9% of Chinese immigrants (1499 of 1877)
entered at Vancouver.  Victoria’s share in this period dropped to 19.3%.
[2d, 4b, 12]

During the first few years of the tax, the issue of certificates occurred
almost entirely in the province of British Columbia, principally at
Victoria and Vancouver.  The one exception was Ottawa, Ontario where
the issue of certificates began in March 1886.  Entries in the govern-
ment’s General Ledger of Chinese Immigration (available online)
indicate that most locations had few or no resident or incoming Chinese. 
The occasional certificates required by authorities at these sites were
issued at Ottawa.  Customs offices with only the occasional, sporadic
need for certificates included Calgary AB, Emerson MB, Gretna MB,
Montreal QC, Port Arthur ON, Québec QC, and Winnipeg MB. [2d]

Acknowledgment
The Author thanks Gordon Brooks for supplying scans of the Head Tax
certificates illustrated in Figures 2, 3 and 4.
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Newfoundland Canner Labels (continued from page 1.)

     Export figures are not cited here since, unlike with lobsters, they do
not accurately reflect the production of canned salmon in Newfound-
land.  Most of the domestically canned salmon was consumed within the
Country.  The Evening Telegram (St. John’s) of September 11th, 1923,
noted: “The local consumption of [canned] lobsters is negligible, but as
regards our canned salmon this is a dominant market and the season for
any considerable consumption of the fish has not yet arrived.” [17]  The
1916 report of the U.S. Consul at St.John’s on the Newfoundland
fisheries of 1915, stated as follows:

The Inspector of Fisheries reports . . . “As the production of
tinned salmon for the year 1914 was 1,514 cases short of the
pack in 1913, and the 1915 pack was but slightly in advance of
1914, a very keen demand for these goods exists in the local
market, so much so that it is thought by those interested that
salmon will have to be imported to meet this demand.”  To
substantiate this report it is observed by this consulate that
Canadian and American salmon the [sic] now (June 19) being
introduced and sold. [5j]

     It is evident from media reports that the salmon canning industry in
Newfoundland was organised in much the same manner as the lobster
industry, but the picture remains incomplete.  The Report of the
Newfoundland Department of Marine and Fisheries for 1915 as quoted
in great detail in a lengthy article in the September 1916 issue of The
Canadian Fisherman gave the following for the 1915 season: just 121
licensed salmon canneries, employing only 272 “men,” and producing
only 1610 cases of canned salmon. [5a]  A similar report of the United
States Consul at St. John’s quoted the 1915 Report of Inspector of
Fisheries as listing 278 “men” producing 1664 cases. [5j]  These figures
yield averages of 2.25 or 2.30 “men” and 13.31 or 13.75 cases per
cannery, which are comparable to lobster “factories” of the period.  The
report of the United States Consul also quoted figures that yield by
calculation 1501 cases of canned salmon for 1914, and 3015 cases for
1913. [5j]

     The nature of the Newfoundland salmon canning industry was noted
in a 1926 report to the Newfoundland Minister of Marine and Fisheries
prepared by a expert consultant from British Columbia:

Sir.  On arrival at St. John’s and in accordance with instructions
received from your Department, I proceeded, accompanied by
Mr. Albert Morgan, Inspector, to Lewisporte, from whence I
visited several factories, (salmon canneries) and conversed with
the owners.  I found them in all cases anxious to learn and willing
to comply with instructions given them . . .
     To one accustomed to canning salmon in very large quantities
with centralized factories, the most modern machinery, organized
crews to catch and staff to cure, it is rather difficult to criticize
the factories and curing as at present practised in Newfoundland. 
With so many individual packers it is impossible to insure
uniformity of pack, and supervision with instruction must needs
[sic] be most expensive . . . .
. . . . When we started in a somewhat similar crude way in the
canning industry of British Columbia, we were unaware of vast
quantity which could be obtained in our waters and I feel sure
that the same will be found to occur in Newfoundland.  As time
goes on and the Industry develops there will be no lack of fish.
     The future of the salmon packing industry in Newfoundland
lies in the centralization, the establishment of modern machinery
and the wholesale handling and distribution . . . . [22]

     Thus, salmon canneries, like their lobster counterparts, were, for the
most part, scattered, small-scale facilities operated by individuals. 
However, reports indicate that larger, commercial enterprises did
operate for unknown periods, but details remain undiscovered by this
writer.  Three such reports are reproduced below:

! “Produce and Provisions,” The Evening Telegram (St. John’s, NL),
May 31st, 1920, page 10.

CANNED SALMON – We endorse what the Telegram printed this
week [May 26th] about booming the canned salmon industry. 
Our esteemed contemporary, however, was not aware that 2,000
cases of cans for salmon were sent to Labrador last Summer. 
The salmon were not plentiful and not all these cans were used,
but the investors paid expenses and were encouraged to go in on
a large scale this season.  There will be three machines at St.
Anthony, each capable of putting up 120 cans a day.  There will
be three others between Conche and Cape Bauld, besides the two
on Labrador.

! “Produce and Provisions,” The Evening Telegram (St. John’s, NL),
June 14th, 1920, page 9.

CANNED SALMON – The pack of this year promises to be very
large.  The United Can Co. here are sending 750 boxes of cans to
points North to St. Anthony on the French Shore by the next
Prospero.  Most will be landed at St. Anthony, where there be
great competition in buying fresh salmon amongst the different
packers.  These cans will be closed by the United Can Co.’s
machinery.  There will be a station at Packs Harbor, Labrador,
also where Mr. Clouston will pack all that will be offered there.

! Newfoundland Royal Commission, 1933: Report.

331 – In view of the salmon resources of Newfoundland and
Labrador, it is surprising to find that very little salmon is canned. 
This is due partly to lack of modern canning facilities in the
outports and partly to the unremunerative prices so far obtained
abroad.  There are, however, considerable quantities of grilse
(small salmon) which could be canned at a profit, particularly at
a point like St. Anthony in the north of the Island, and possibly
also at Battle Harbour and Cartwright in Labrador, where the fish
can be secured cheaply without endangering the large local
supply.  Even in the south-east of the Island, tests by the
Fisheries Research Laboratory have shown that, long after the
commercial nets have been withdrawn, there is a considerable
run of smaller fish suitable for this purpose.

346 – Reference to lobster and salmon canning has already been
made.  Modern fish-canning equipment exists only in the
premises of one large mercantile house in St. John’s, where a
small amount of codfish products is processed; on board the S.S.
Blue Peter, where one or two thousand cases of salmon may be
canned each year; and in at most two outports.  Lobster is the
chief fish canned and this is done almost entirely in small plants
in the outports.

Salmon Canning Licences

The licensing of salmon canners began in 1911. [1d, g, 18]  The
regulations closely followed those already in effect for lobster canning,
with the simple substitution of “salmon” for “lobsters” in the text.  The
principal difference is the absence of any restrictions on what time of
year salmon could be fished.  The first regulations, as approved by an
Order in Council of May 30th, 1911, provided as follows:

No person shall engage in the business of Canning Salmon, at
any place in the Island of Newfoundland, without having
previously taken out an annual license, which shall be numbered
and issued before the fishery begins. . . .

     Every packer or canner of Salmon shall cause to be attached
to every can packed by him, a paper label not less than one inch
long and three-quarters of an inch wide, which label shall
contain, printed in clear and distinct figures, the number corre-
sponding to the number of the Salmon License of said packer. 
The label shall be attached and pasted on each can firmly and
securely. (Text continues next page.)
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     Any person in this Colony selling, or purchasing, or exporting,
or being in any way a party to any transaction in the nature of a
sale, or purchase, or export of any can containing any Salmon,
without such label as above described, shall be deemed guilty of
an offence against these Rules and Regulations. [1d]

     The above requirements were published for three consecutive weeks
starting June 14th, 1911, in The Western Star weekly newspaper as an
official notice with the addition of the following statement:

Applications for Salmon Licenses and labels will therefore are
required to be made to the Department of Marine and Fisheries
immediately, and those interested are requested to govern
themselves accordingly.  In no case will as salmon License be
issued for the present season after July 1st. [19]

     The use of the identification labels for salmon canners continued into
the late 1920s. [1h, i, j, 8b]  As noted previously, in April of 1925 the
Department of Marine and Fisheries announced its intention to replace
the labels with devices that embossed licence numbers on containers. 
The announcement commented that the new system was not going to be
in “general use” during the 1925 season due to the time required to
obtain the necessary dies. [14]

     This writer has not found the revised regulations that formally
implemented the embossing of licence numbers on tins of salmon.  As
such, an exact date cannot be given here.  However, embossing was
introduced for lobster canning for the 1928 season, and embossing for
salmon canning was included in consolidated fishery regulations of
1929. [8d, 15]  Thus, the best date that can be assigned at present for the
end of the salmon canning labels is circa mid to late 1920s.

3 Comment on Table 4
The catches of individual types of fish were expressed in the Census in
several units: Pounds, Cases of 48 one-pound cans, Quintals (112
pounds), wooden Barrels of 200 pounds and wooden Tierces of 300
pounds.  The net weight of barrels and tierces of fish were set by
Newfoundland law.  A barrel was defined as containing 200 pounds net-
weight of dressed fish, exclusive of salt preservative.  A tierce was a
large wooden container, resembling a barrel, defined as containing 300
pounds net-weight of dressed fish, exclusive of the brine solution used
as a preservative. [20, 21, pp. 36-37]

     The figures for “Total Fish” were calculated by this writer as the
sums of data given in the General Recapitulation of Census Table 2,
Section ‘A’ for the Bank, Labrador, Shore, Lobster, Salmon, and
Herring fisheries.  The figures listed in the Census Table 2 as “Total
Catch” for individual fisheries do not actually represent that total.  For
example, the “Total” given for herring includes only the amounts put
salted or fresh in barrels and excludes the amount smoked; the “Total”
for salmon includes only the amount brined in tierces, and excludes the
amounts smoked, canned or sold fresh.  Furthermore, a comparison of
the calculated values to the “Total Catch” given in Table XVII of the
Synopsis in the Report prefixed to Table 2, shows that the “Total” given
in former table excludes the lobster, salmon and herring fisheries.

     There is also the problem of whether a figure represents dressed fish
(i.e., guts and possibly head removed) or undressed fish.  Figures
measured in quintals, such as that for the Bank Fishery, may be for the
undressed catch, while the figures for herring, measured in legally-
defined barrels, would be for dressed fish.  With respect to canned
lobster, the greater portion of the creature is disposed of as inedible
during its preparation.

     An additional concern is that fish consumed domestically may not be
fully represented in the statistics.  This problem is discussed by V.R.
Taylor in The Early Atlantic Salmon Fishery in Newfoundland and
Labrador (Ottawa: Department of Fisheries and Oceans, 1985 ).  A
possible reason for this can be inferred from a comment made in 1916
by the United States Consul at St. John’s: In Newfoundland “it is not
compulsory as with some countries for fishermen and masters of vessels
to report or enter their catch.” [5j]
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